[Reflection of cortical activation pattern in the human EEG phase structure].
Investigation was fulfilled on healthy subjects (22) and on outpatients (62). The EEG by the standard scheme as recorded at resting with open and closed eyes and under different functional loads. These records were processed in accordance with the EEC phase structure with the aid of computer animation technology. The main idea of the phase structure technology consists in rejection of one supporting lead. Time shifts were measured only between two neighbouring electrodes, so that the oscillations under comparison were always highly coherent. Time errors were evaluated according to crosscorrelation function maximum shift. The differences between high- and low-frequency EEG rhythms were shown to be only quantitative from the phase structure viewpoint. Qualitatively, the rhythm properties were equal and came to slow (second) phase structure oscillations. Low frequency activity compared to high frequency one was characterized by greater phase shifts from electrode to electrode. Phase shifts of potentials are forming the structure which, as a whole, is very similar in different people and is reproduced in different states. Initial EEG waves appearance is statistical linked with main sensory projections: visual (occiput), auditory (temples) and somatic (parietal region) with addition of frontal region. Redistribution of phase leadership in favor of occipital pole and to both temporal regions when eyes are open is described. It is apparently dependent on the sensory surge level from thalamus to a given cortex region. Phase gradient direction seems to reflect the cortex current density gradient which is parallel to surface. It can be used for localization of compact sources lying near to cortex.